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Recalling our learning - the Cicero and Sextus Roscius Amerinus case

Cicero

Sextus Roscius Amerinus

Conspirators

Accusation

Cicero’s defence (what people in the countryside 
are like):



Summary: 
1. Cicero is a lawyer at 26 years old

2. He defends Sextus Roscius Amerinus in 80BC

3. Sextus Roscius Amerinus has been accused of 

murdering his father - but he is innocent!

4. The murders are people who wanted Sextus 

Roscius Amerinus’ father’s land in the countryside!

5.Cicero wins! He gets lots of business as a result.



The law suit, Sextus Roscius Amerinus & Cicero!

I am innocent - they killed my dad! Not me!SEXTUS ROSCIUS AMERINUS

No we didn’t - you killed him because  
he was going to disinherit you!

Hang on! Roscius lives in 
the countryside, which 

makes him a peaceful and 
hardworking man!THE CONSPIRATORS

CICERO



The law suit, Sextus Roscius Amerinus & Cicero!

Cicero says: 
1. Farming and agriculture were really important when 

Rome was first founded - it was founded by people who 
worked their own land, and didn’t take other people’s!


2.Crimes are more frequent in the city than in the 
countryside. The city is more corrupt! The countryside is 
a good influence: people work hard on their land.



Tuesday 30th January 2024

Lesson 31:  

How did Cicero manage to convince the 
court?

Year 10 Latin



LO: to learn how Cicero convinced the court

Tuesday 30th January 2024



Remember: 

This speech was originally written in 
Latin. Today we will match the Latin 

with the English text we know.



What is Cicero doing in this part of the speech? 
• He is criticising the prosecutor

• He is ridiculing (mocking) their claims that being a farmer (living an ‘agricultural lifestyle’ is associated 

with being a criminal (having a poor moral character)

• His mocking is backed up (strengthened) by referring to times in history when Romans in the past  

were called away from their farms to lead the country as politicians - they were good enough farmers  
to be politicians back then! That’s no different to today, Cicero says.



What is Cicero doing in this part of the speech?



What is Cicero doing in this part of the speech?



What is Cicero doing in this part of the speech?


